1. Introduction {#sec1-cancers-11-00469}
===============

GBM is the most common malignant primary brain cancer \[[@B1-cancers-11-00469],[@B2-cancers-11-00469]\]. Despite the growing experimental investigation in this field and the improved therapeutic strategies, GBM remains essentially incurable, with an overall survival time ranging from 12 to 18 months \[[@B3-cancers-11-00469]\], as less than 5% of patients survive longer than five years after diagnosis \[[@B4-cancers-11-00469],[@B5-cancers-11-00469]\]. The poor prognosis of GBM and its high frequency of recurrences forced researchers to pursue novel fields of investigation in the area of molecular biology for hindering this disease. Nevertheless, the majority of studies over the years focused on the core tumor area of GBM, whereas less is known about the peritumoral area that may also be infiltrated by tumor cells. Recent studies focused on the characterization of this, at first glance, "normal tissue" surrounding GBM to better define its role in GBM progression and search for potential therapeutic targets \[[@B6-cancers-11-00469],[@B7-cancers-11-00469],[@B8-cancers-11-00469],[@B9-cancers-11-00469],[@B10-cancers-11-00469],[@B11-cancers-11-00469],[@B12-cancers-11-00469],[@B13-cancers-11-00469],[@B14-cancers-11-00469],[@B15-cancers-11-00469]\]. Moreover, deeper investigations on the tumor immune microenvironment, together with the recent discovery in the meninges of a central nervous system (CNS) conventional lymphatic system, provided a new impetus to immunotherapeutic strategies, which emerged as promising targeted and less toxic treatments \[[@B16-cancers-11-00469]\]. This work aims at reviewing recent findings on both the morphological and molecular characterization of GBM and its surrounding tissue, including the presence and the role played by cancer stem cells (CSCs).

2. Pathological and Molecular Features of GBM {#sec2-cancers-11-00469}
=============================================

Gliomas include a variety of primary malignant tumors of the CNS that develop either from glial cells, such as astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, microglia, and ependymal cells, or from a subpopulation of CSCs residing in the tissue. Among the different malignant gliomas, GBM, which accounts for about 60--70% of all gliomas, is classified as a World Health Organization (WHO) grade IV tumor based on histopathological features, and it represents the most frequent and malignant tumor of the CNS, affecting both children and adults with a slight predominance in males \[[@B17-cancers-11-00469]\]. GBM is defined as a diffuse glioma, characterized by a high aptitude to infiltrate the surrounding brain tissue. In addition, molecular profile of GBM has been used to improve classification \[[@B18-cancers-11-00469]\]. In particular, different clinically relevant GBM subtypes (proneural, neural, classical, and mesenchymal) that were identified on the basis of the gene expression profiles are essential to develop specific clinical strategies \[[@B19-cancers-11-00469]\]. According to recent discoveries, GBMs are now subdivided based on the mutational state of isocitrate dehydrogenase (*IDH*) genes in *IDH* wild type which corresponds most frequently with the clinically defined primary or de novo GBM, *IDH* mutant which corresponds to the so-called secondary GBM, and those not otherwise specified (NOS) for which the *IDH* status could not be determined \[[@B17-cancers-11-00469]\]. Primary and secondary GBMs show similar histological characteristics but they differ in genetic and epigenetic profiles and are thought to develop from different cells of origin. They have a significantly different clinical outcome; in fact, tumors with mutated *IDH1* and *IDH2* have improved prognosis \[[@B20-cancers-11-00469]\]. In order to diagnose GBM, patients are usually subjected to a preliminary neurological exam to identify which area of the brain may be affected by the tumor. This is commonly followed by imaging tests, such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), to determine the location and the size of the tumor. Finally, the histopathological analysis performed on a tissue sample will ascertain the type of tumor and its aggressiveness. The primary treatment of GBM-affected patients is undergoing surgical resection followed by radio and temozolomide (TMZ)-based therapy \[[@B4-cancers-11-00469]\]. However, the extreme heterogeneity of these tumors makes cancer therapies increasingly challenging. Together with inter-tumor heterogeneity, intra-tumor heterogeneity represents a crucial field of investigation of GBM since it requires the study and the comprehension of an assortment of biomolecular features such as genetic and epigenetic abnormalities, the identification of precise molecular markers, and the rate of cell growth and death of tumor cells \[[@B21-cancers-11-00469],[@B22-cancers-11-00469],[@B23-cancers-11-00469]\]. Histological features of GBM include marked hypercellularity, nuclear atypia, microvascular proliferation, and necrosis. The tumor shows palisading of tumor cells around necrotic foci; in addition, GBM harbors CSCs. Although the histological analysis remains essential in the diagnosis of gliomas, recent discoveries especially in the field of genetics strongly improved our understanding of these tumors. In addition to the mutational status of *IDH1/2* and enzymes involved in a variety of metabolic processes, such as the production of redox species and epigenetic mechanisms, and DNA repair \[[@B24-cancers-11-00469],[@B25-cancers-11-00469],[@B26-cancers-11-00469],[@B27-cancers-11-00469]\], the 6-*O*-methylguanine DNA methyltransferase (MGMT), involved in DNA repair, is another key predictive and prognostic marker for the treatment of GBM \[[@B28-cancers-11-00469]\]. GBM patients with promoter methylation of this gene, who are treated with alkylating agents, show longer survival compared to patients in which the MGMT promoter was not methylated \[[@B29-cancers-11-00469]\]. Among the different genetic alterations found in GBM, those targeting the transmembrane epidermal growth factor receptors (EGFRs) play a crucial role. In fact, approximately 40% of tumors show EGFR amplification and may express a truncated form of receptor due to genomic deletions. Interestingly, these alterations highly correlate with patient survival and response to treatment \[[@B30-cancers-11-00469],[@B31-cancers-11-00469]\]. In addition, EGFR alterations are concurrent with amplification and/or mutations of platelet-derived growth factor receptor A \[[@B30-cancers-11-00469]\]. Understanding the biological mechanisms occurring in GBM is fundamental for clarifying processes involved in carcinogenesis and progression of the tumor, as well as for developing clinical strategies aimed to target cancer cells.

3. The Immune Microenvironmental Landscape in GBM {#sec3-cancers-11-00469}
=================================================

The immune system patrols and monitors the body in order to defend it from tumors in a process known as cancer immunosurveillance \[[@B32-cancers-11-00469],[@B33-cancers-11-00469]\]. Notably, this process occurs also in the CNS \[[@B34-cancers-11-00469],[@B35-cancers-11-00469]\], in apparent conflict with its traditional view of an immune-privileged site. In fact, the brain was always considered a low immune responsive organ \[[@B36-cancers-11-00469],[@B37-cancers-11-00469]\], due to the presence of a highly selective physical blood--brain barrier (BBB), made up by endothelial cells (ECs) stitched together by tight junctions, their basement membrane, surrounding pericytes, and astroglial endfeet processes \[[@B38-cancers-11-00469]\], as well as low major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I and II expression \[[@B39-cancers-11-00469]\] and the apparent absence of a conventional lymphatic system \[[@B40-cancers-11-00469]\]. Recently, the dogma of the brain immune privilege and tolerance was debunked by the discovery in the meninges of a CNS conventional lymphatic system \[[@B16-cancers-11-00469]\]. Intra and extra cranial lymphatic vessels drain brain tissue fluid and transport it into the bloodstream, through arachnoid granulations located along the superior sagittal and the transverse sinuses, or crossing the cribriform plate, in the nasal lymphatic vasculature and then into deep cervical lymph nodes. The macromolecules and the immune cells from cerebrospinal fluid and brain parenchyma reach the deep cervical lymph nodes, even if their exact route is still unclear, thereby engaging the peripheral immune system \[[@B41-cancers-11-00469],[@B42-cancers-11-00469]\]. Moreover, pathological stimuli, such as tumor growth, induce changes in the BBB, which physiologically confers to CNS blood vessels a selective permeability, opening the door for several types of immune cells. These acquisitions justify the recruitment of immune infiltrate of T lymphocytes, dendritic cells, natural killer (NK) cells, and microglia/macrophages in brain tumors \[[@B43-cancers-11-00469]\] and their potential to elicit tumor-specific immune responses \[[@B44-cancers-11-00469]\]. Specifically, GBM displays a complex relationship between immune surveillance, tumor-induced immunosuppression, and cancer development. In spite of the presence of an immune infiltrate, a highly immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment is present in GBM, fostering recurrence and poor prognosis \[[@B45-cancers-11-00469],[@B46-cancers-11-00469],[@B47-cancers-11-00469]\]. The tumor microenvironment is the environment that encircles cancer cells. This consists of stromal, vascular, and immune cells, together with secreted factors and the extracellular matrix. The immune infiltrate is mainly constituted by lymphocytes, macrophages, and microglia. In particular, macrophages and microglia represent 30--50% of the tumor mass, and their phenotypes and functions display deep modifications induced by tumor cells \[[@B48-cancers-11-00469]\]. At present, several clinical trials are ongoing in which GBM patients' immune systems are stimulated to kill tumor cells using, for example, dendritic cell vaccines (<https://clinicaltrials.gov/>).

3.1. GBM-Associated Microglia and Macrophages {#sec3dot1-cancers-11-00469}
---------------------------------------------

Brain macrophages are considered the resident immune cells of the CNS, involved in brain homeostasis and immune responses \[[@B49-cancers-11-00469]\]. This group includes microglia, perivascular macrophages, meningeal macrophages, macrophages of the circumventricular organs, and macrophages of the choroid plexus. In GBM, microglial cells and infiltrating macrophages accumulate within and around the tumor mass, but they are ineffective in fighting tumor development or can even bolster it. The GBM-associated microglia and macrophages (GAMMs) system is composed of cluster of differentiation (CD)11b^+^/CD45^dim^ activated resident microglia (15%), mainly localized in peritumoral areas, and by an infiltrate of CD11b^+^/CD45^high^ peripheral monocyte-derived macrophages (85%), located in perivascular regions \[[@B50-cancers-11-00469]\]. GAMM recruitment is mediated by many chemoattractants, such as the monocyte chemoattractant protein 1, the glial cell-derived neurotrophic factor, the granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor \[[@B48-cancers-11-00469]\], different molecules present in the secretome such as the hepatocyte growth factor/scatter factor \[[@B51-cancers-11-00469]\], and the integrin ligands osteopontin and lactadherin \[[@B52-cancers-11-00469]\]. GAMMs present considerable diversity and plasticity, and display a partly understood unique phenotype, only partially ascribable to inflammatory (M1) or alternative (M2) polarization expression patterns \[[@B53-cancers-11-00469]\]. In fact, GAMMs show typical hints of an alternative macrophage activation, as they can inhibit inflammation via transforming growth factor (TGF) β1, arginase 1 (ARG1), and interleukin 10 (IL-10) production and shape the tumor microenvironment through secretion of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and matrix metalloproteases (MP); meanwhile, they show classical macrophage activation aspects, such as the production of pro-inflammatory molecules (IL-1β, tumor necrosis factor, IL-6, and IL-12), along with the induction of T helper 1 (Th1)-mediated immune responses \[[@B54-cancers-11-00469],[@B55-cancers-11-00469],[@B56-cancers-11-00469],[@B57-cancers-11-00469],[@B58-cancers-11-00469]\]. To date, it is well known that the abundance of GAMMs positively correlates with GBM invasiveness, immunosuppression, and patients' poor prognosis \[[@B59-cancers-11-00469],[@B60-cancers-11-00469]\], making these cells a good target for immunotherapeutic strategies.

3.2. Myeloid-Derived Suppressor Cells {#sec3dot2-cancers-11-00469}
-------------------------------------

Myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) are a heterogeneous group of cells defined by their myeloid lineage, immature state, and ability to potently suppress T-cell responses \[[@B61-cancers-11-00469]\]. In many solid tumors, including gliomas, CD11b^+^CD14^+^CD33^+^HLA-DR^−^/^low^Co-receptor^−^/^low^ monocyte-MDSCs (M-MDSC), CD11b^+^CD15^+^CD33^+^Lin^−^HLA-DR^−^/^low^ polymononuclear-MDSCs (PMN-MDSC), and a more immature subset of CD3^−^CD14^−^CD15^−^CD19 ^−^CD56^−^CD33^+^CD11b^+^ early-MDSCs (e-MDSC) were described \[[@B45-cancers-11-00469],[@B62-cancers-11-00469]\]. MDSCs contribute to tumor immune evasion in different ways. They suppress first-line defense, for example, inhibiting the NK cell activation receptor NKG2D and preventing IFNγ production by NK cells, in the presence of TGF-β \[[@B63-cancers-11-00469]\]. MDSCs dwindle adaptive immune responses via the induction of FOXP3^+^ regulatory T cells (Treg), by the polarization of T cells toward a tumor-promoting type 2 phenotype, by the inhibition of T-cell function and proliferation through production of ARG1 and inducible nitric oxide (NO) synthase 2 (iNOS2) or, in an [l]{.smallcaps}-arginine-independent manner, via reactive oxygen species (ROS) and TGF-β production, cysteine depletion, and L-selectin (CD62L) downregulation \[[@B64-cancers-11-00469],[@B65-cancers-11-00469]\]. Finally, MDCSs promote tumor growth favoring angiogenesis and vasculogenesis and positively correlate with poor outcomes in patients with solid tumors \[[@B66-cancers-11-00469]\]. In GBM, elevated levels of PMN-MDCSs were detected in tumor tissue and blood, showing high expression of S100A8/9 and arginase that correlate with T function suppression \[[@B67-cancers-11-00469]\]. Both MDSCs in peripheral blood and those at the tumor site play a major role in GBM-induced T-cell suppression. It was recently shown that MDSCs within brain tumors undergo transmembrane protein programmed death ligand 1 (PD-L1) upregulation, while tumor-derived CD4^+^ T cells express high levels of PD-1. The PD-1/PD-L1 interaction results in T-cell exhaustion, inhibiting antitumor immune responses \[[@B68-cancers-11-00469]\].

3.3. GBM-Infiltrating Lymphocytes {#sec3dot3-cancers-11-00469}
---------------------------------

GBM immune infiltrating cells include lymphocytes (tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes, TILs), the key players of adaptive cellular immune defense, particularly CD8+ T cytotoxic (Tc) and CD4+ T helper (Th). Apart from a long-term resident population of CD8^+^CD25^+^CD45RO^+^CD28^+^CD26L^+^CCR7^+^ memory T cells, CD8^+^CD3^+^ and CD4^+^CD3^+^ TILs were described in GBM, especially in fibrinogen-positive areas, where vessels are no longer watertight, and are positively associated with a longer clinical survival \[[@B69-cancers-11-00469],[@B70-cancers-11-00469]\]. Conversely, inactivated CD8^+^CD25^−^ and CD4^+^CD25^+^FOXP3^+^ Treg cells were found within the tumor tissue. Treg cells are able to suppress the antitumor immune response and induce tolerance by inhibiting the proliferation of effector T cells and their secretion of cytotoxic cytokines; thus, they correlate with worse prognosis \[[@B71-cancers-11-00469]\]. NK cells are another type of cytotoxic lymphocytes infiltrating GBM tissue. These large granular lymphocytes exert biological functions ascribable to both innate and adaptive immunity against viral infected and tumor cells \[[@B72-cancers-11-00469]\]. CD3^−^CD56^+^CD16^+^ NKs are activated by recognition of stress-induced MHC I or MHC I-like proteins on the cell surface, and they induce direct cytotoxicity of target cells \[[@B73-cancers-11-00469]\]. In GBM cells, genomic instability and metabolic derangements induce the expression of ligands of NK group 2 member D (NKG2D) receptor, called NKG2DLs, such as MHC class I-related chains A and B and the UL16-binding protein family \[[@B74-cancers-11-00469]\]. Recognition of these ligands should trigger one of the main NK lysis mechanisms involved during the elimination phase of innate immune tumor surveillance. Some authors also reported NK cells' capability of killing GBM cells with stem-like properties \[[@B75-cancers-11-00469],[@B76-cancers-11-00469]\]. Actually, GBM escapes NK immune surveillance due to TGF-β-mediated downregulation of NKG2D and by shedding NKG2DLs from the cell surface through MP \[[@B77-cancers-11-00469],[@B78-cancers-11-00469]\]. Ultimately, GBM-infiltrating NK cells are non-functional, and, in the last few years, many immunotherapeutic efforts targeted restoring and potentiating their antitumor response.

4. MicroRNAs in the Pathogenesis of GBM {#sec4-cancers-11-00469}
=======================================

Because of the failure of common therapies, many efforts focused on the identification of molecular targets in support of the diagnosis and the treatment of GBM. The small highly conserved non-coding microRNAs (miRNAs) raised increasing interest among scientists seeking novel therapeutic targets to neutralize GBM. MicroRNAs represent master and versatile regulators of gene expression \[[@B79-cancers-11-00469]\], both in physiological and pathological conditions, due to their capacity to achieve post-transcriptional silencing of target genes, including tumor suppressors or oncogenes. The accessibility to the latest technologically advanced tools dramatically improved the appraisal of microRNA expression patterns in many tumors, including those affecting the brain tissue. Among over 240 miRNA molecules identified in various GBM samples, most of them are upregulated while a few are downregulated compared to normal tissue \[[@B80-cancers-11-00469],[@B81-cancers-11-00469],[@B82-cancers-11-00469],[@B83-cancers-11-00469]\]. While precise mechanisms linking miRNAs to their biological functions are still uncertain, it is clear that the dysregulation of the expression profile of these molecules plays a crucial role in cancer development and progression \[[@B84-cancers-11-00469],[@B85-cancers-11-00469]\]. While the mechanisms of action of some miRNAs expressed in GBM were reported in the literature, for others, the functional activities are yet to be fully characterized. As for other type of genes, some microRNAs can function as oncogenes or oncomiRs, while others show antioncogenic features. The contribution of miRNAs to the development and progression of gliomas refers to their regulation of crucial mechanisms, such as apoptosis \[[@B86-cancers-11-00469]\], proliferation and the cell cycle \[[@B87-cancers-11-00469],[@B88-cancers-11-00469]\], the remodeling of the extracellular matrix, tumor infiltration and angiogenesis \[[@B86-cancers-11-00469],[@B89-cancers-11-00469]\], invasiveness \[[@B90-cancers-11-00469]\], stem-cell renewal \[[@B91-cancers-11-00469],[@B92-cancers-11-00469],[@B93-cancers-11-00469]\], and DNA repair \[[@B93-cancers-11-00469]\]. Among the first microRNAs reported to be overexpressed in GBM compared to the normal brain tissue is miR-21, whose main function is to prevent the activation of the caspase-dependent apoptotic pathway \[[@B80-cancers-11-00469]\], contributing to the onset of the malignant phenotype. Other microRNAs found upregulated in GBM, including miRNA-10b, microRNA-221, and microRNA-222, were linked to the regulation of the cell cycle and invasion of GBM cells \[[@B88-cancers-11-00469],[@B90-cancers-11-00469]\]. Concurrently, some microRNAs were found downregulated in GBM, such as miR-181b, which was linked to GBM cell resistance to teniposide \[[@B94-cancers-11-00469]\], and miR-125b, whose reduction favors the invasion of GBM cells by inducing MP activity \[[@B95-cancers-11-00469]\]. For a more recent and exhaustive overview of the role of microRNAs in gliomas, see Reference \[[@B96-cancers-11-00469]\]. These findings spotlighted miRNAs as a potential target for new therapeutic approaches in gliomas, and the investigation in this field proceeds at a swift pace.

5. Biomolecular Characteristics of Peritumoral Tissue {#sec5-cancers-11-00469}
=====================================================

More than 90% of GBMs recur within 2--3 cm of the resection margin \[[@B97-cancers-11-00469]\]. The area surrounding the tumor represents the invasion front of GBM into the neighboring tissue and, for this reason, it is assuming a growing interest in translational research. While, in the past years, few data were present in the literature regarding the biomolecular characterization of peritumoral tissue, recently, several studies focused on this topic with the aim of optimizing surgical resection, better defining its role in GBM progression, and finding new therapeutic targets \[[@B6-cancers-11-00469],[@B7-cancers-11-00469],[@B8-cancers-11-00469],[@B9-cancers-11-00469],[@B10-cancers-11-00469],[@B11-cancers-11-00469],[@B12-cancers-11-00469],[@B13-cancers-11-00469],[@B14-cancers-11-00469],[@B15-cancers-11-00469]\]. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that, in many studies, the definition of peritumoral tissue is not always clear and unequivocal. Lemée et al. radiologically defined the peritumoral brain zone as the area surrounding GBM in the absence of contrast enhancement (T~1~) in three-dimensional MRI. In addition, this area often shows a hyperintense signal in T~2~-weighted MRI and in a fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) scan \[[@B11-cancers-11-00469]\]. The brain surrounding GBM may contain neoplastic cells, and it is mainly populated by reactive astrocytes, microglia, oligodendrocytes, inflammatory cells, ECs, and pericytes, and GBM-associated stromal cells \[[@B6-cancers-11-00469],[@B7-cancers-11-00469],[@B8-cancers-11-00469],[@B11-cancers-11-00469],[@B13-cancers-11-00469]\], which have phenotypic and functional properties similar to cancer-associated fibroblasts found in carcinomas. It also contains CSCs (see [Section 6](#sec6-cancers-11-00469){ref-type="sec"}). In addition, the presence of persistent neurons was reported in the white matter, which might indicate a disorder in neuronal development or migration \[[@B98-cancers-11-00469]\], [Figure 1](#cancers-11-00469-f001){ref-type="fig"}. This region also shows edema and vascular alterations \[[@B99-cancers-11-00469],[@B100-cancers-11-00469]\]). Interestingly, in this compartment, various molecules are present such as receptors, amino acids, activators of transcription factors, and markers of proliferation and invasion, and the level of their expression is often similar or higher than that of the tumor tissue. Brain edema contributes to morbidity and mortality, and the identification of molecular mechanisms involved in its formation might be useful to identify novel anti-edema treatments. The integrity of tight junctions of microvessel endothelium is crucial to the maintenance of the BBB. It was shown that these junctions exhibit morphological abnormalities in GBM. Moreover, in low-grade gliomas, tumor cells are able to produce factors that induce the expression of tight junctions; however, in high-grade tumors, this capability is lost, whereby tight junction proteins are underexpressed. Finally, tumor cells secrete VEGF, which induces the phosphorylation of tight-junction proteins and the opening of these junctions. VEGF may diffuse to peritumoral tissue, and cause phosphorylation of tight-junction proteins in this area, which may worsen the edema \[[@B101-cancers-11-00469]\]. Experimental evidence suggests that NO is involved in edema formation. NO is a potent signaling molecule that increases tumor blood flow and vascular permeability. It is also involved in neovascularization. NO is mainly produced by vascular endothelium, although glial cells may be induced to secrete it. In this regard, it was demonstrated that NO synthase (NOS) is expressed in brain tumors and in the brain tissue adjacent to the tumor, as well as being involved in edema. Nevertheless, the expression of endothelial NOS and brain NOS tends to decrease away from the tumor, suggesting that it plays a central role in NO production \[[@B102-cancers-11-00469]\]. An important regulator of NO production in tumors is the inducible isoform of NOS (iNOS, NOS2). Inducible NOS-derived NO was linked both to tumor progression and antitumor activity. In particular, it was demonstrated that the tumorigenicity of glioma cancer stem cells (GCSs), but not of non-GCSs, depends on the expression of iNOS \[[@B103-cancers-11-00469]\]. Adenosine is present in human glioma extracellular spaces. It is a marker of astrocyte purine metabolism, involved in the development of cancer through several mechanisms mediated by its four receptor subtypes. Adenosine can stimulate cell proliferation and also suppress the local anti-tumor immune response \[[@B104-cancers-11-00469]\]. GBM and adjacent tissue, at the margin of tumor mass, show increased levels of A~1~ adenosine receptors \[[@B105-cancers-11-00469]\]. In addition, increased levels of copper and zinc were found in the peritumoral region in which elevated A~1~ adenosine receptors are present, suggesting that, in this area, a complex biochemical reorganization occurs \[[@B106-cancers-11-00469]\]. Cubillos et al. reported that the concentration of taurine, an amino acid that may have a protective effect or be involved in cell proliferation, was found to be higher in tumoral and peritumoral tissue of gliomas in comparison with extratumoral tissue. Nevertheless, in this paper a clear definition of the extension of peritumoral and extratumoral tissue is lacking \[[@B107-cancers-11-00469]\]. Signal transducers and activators of transcription (STAT) proteins, which are activated by growth factors and cytokines, were shown to be present in the peritumoral area at the border between GBM and the non-invaded brain tissue \[[@B108-cancers-11-00469]\]. Two studies by our group focused on the expression in peritumoral tissue of kinases involved in cell proliferation, differentiation, and motility. In particular, these studies involved patients with GBM who underwent "en-bloc" surgery. Tumor removal was achieved with resection margins including the neighboring apparently normal tissue. The adopted surgical technique \[[@B109-cancers-11-00469]\] allowed us to obtain samples of the contrast enhancing lesion (usually designated as first area), of tissue surrounding the contrast enhancing lesion at a distance of \<1 cm (second area), and of tissue localized at a distance starting from 1 cm up to 3.5 cm from the edge of GBM (third area). Extracellular signal-regulated kinases (ERKs) have a crucial role in transducing growth factor signals. Total ERK1/2 was expressed both in GBM and in peritumoral tissue. It was present in neoplastic cells, in reactive glial cells, and in apparently normal glial cells (i.e., cells that, from the histological point of view, did not show signs of transformation). The level of total ERK1/2 expression was higher in the second and in the third area with respect to GBM. Activated ERK1/2 was present in both GBM and peritumoral tissue; it was not limited to neoplastic cells and reactive astrocytes, but it was observed in apparently normal cells, even in the absence of neoplastic cells. There was no significant difference in the activated ERK1/2 expression between the contrast enhancing lesion and the areas surrounding the tumor \[[@B6-cancers-11-00469]\]. Stress-activated/c-Jun NH~2~ terminal kinases (JNKs), which can be involved in the acquisition of transformed phenotype and are commonly thought to regulate apoptosis, were also found in both GBM and peritumoral tissue. In particular, in peritumoral tissue, activated JNK expression was independent of the presence of neoplastic cells. Nestin, a class VI intermediate filament protein, is a stem-cell marker which was found to be expressed in the majority of cells in GBM but infrequently in peritumoral tissue. Univariate analysis indicated that the ratio phosphorylated JNK/nestin in the tissue at a distance \<1 cm from the tumor margin influenced the patients' survival, having a prognostic implication \[[@B7-cancers-11-00469]\]. In 2013, Mangiola et al., on the basis of the abovementioned surgical technique, compared the expression pattern of control (white matter) and peritumoral tissue (at least 1 cm from the macroscopic tumor border), demonstrating that up to 57 genes were differentially expressed in the peritumoral tissue versus control \[[@B9-cancers-11-00469]\]. Interestingly, these genes were also highly expressed in GBM, suggesting that GBM and apparently normal peritumoral cells share a similar gene expression profile. Moreover, peritumoral tissue shows the upregulation of genes involved in proliferation and tumor progression, while genes known to have a role in neurogenesis and to exert an anti-oncogenic function were downregulated \[[@B9-cancers-11-00469]\]. Finally, Lama et al. reported the expression of progenitor/stem-cell markers (GD3 and NG2) in tissue localized at a distance starting from \<1 cm up to ≥1 cm from tumor border, suggesting their possible involvement in pre/pro-tumorigenic events occurring in this area \[[@B13-cancers-11-00469]\]. These findings clearly demonstrate that the peritumoral tissue, even in the absence of neoplastic cell infiltration, shows signs of biochemical reorganization and transformation.

The Angiogenic Process in GBM and Peritumoral Tissue {#sec5dot1-cancers-11-00469}
----------------------------------------------------

Since the early 1970s, when Folkman proposed angiogenesis as a fundamental process for tumor growth \[[@B110-cancers-11-00469]\], many groups across the world focused on the development of potential anti-angiogenic therapies to treat different human tumors. In 2004, the first approved anti-angiogenesis drug known as bevacizumab (Avastin) was introduced, a monoclonal antibody against VEGF approved for the treatment of metastatic colorectal cancer. Solid tumors would not have significant chances to growth in the absence of a local blood supply, which is necessary to provide sufficient diffusion of oxygen and nutrients to sustain tissue viability \[[@B111-cancers-11-00469],[@B112-cancers-11-00469],[@B113-cancers-11-00469]\]. In a deficit of blood supply, hypoxia stimulates hypoxia-inducible factors and VEGF secretion in both tumor cells and tumor-associated stromal cells. Release of specific pro-angiogenic factors stimulates new blood vessel development into the tumor. As a result, tumor-induced angiogenesis provides crucial nourishment to tumor cells, allowing the neoplastic mass to expand, invading the surrounding tissues and eventually spreading from the original site into metastases, establishing secondary areas of proliferation \[[@B114-cancers-11-00469]\]. Neoangiogenesis in the tumor surrounding areas was explored by Sica et al. \[[@B8-cancers-11-00469]\] by evaluating the endothelial activation and the presence of microvessels. In particular, the expression of nestin and CD105 in the vessel wall was analyzed and the micro-vessel density (MVD) was determined at a distance \<1 cm and between 1 and 3.5 cm from the macroscopic tumor border. Nestin is presumably involved in the rapid turnover of the ECs. The results of this study clearly indicate that neoangiogenesis occurs in the peritumoral tissue with the intimate involvement of pericytes. Moreover, the MVD in the tissue located at a greater distance from the tumor margin correlates with the median patient survival time. It was demonstrated that a sub-population of GBM stem-like cells (GSCs) can trigger the formation of a functional vasculature \[[@B115-cancers-11-00469],[@B116-cancers-11-00469]\], which is crucial for the tumor to progress. Based on this metabolic need of tumor cells, many researchers struggled to develop angiogenesis inhibitors to block tumor-induced neoangiogenesis \[[@B117-cancers-11-00469],[@B118-cancers-11-00469]\]. As revealed by routine histological evaluation, GBM shows an extensive neovascularization, \[[@B119-cancers-11-00469],[@B120-cancers-11-00469]\], with extremely disorganized, high permeable, and tortuous tumor vessels with an altered basement membrane \[[@B121-cancers-11-00469]\]. Distinct angiogenesis mechanisms, including sprouting angiogenesis, recruitment of endothelial progenitor cells, intussusceptive angiogenesis, and vascular mimicry, are involved in tumor neovascularization \[[@B122-cancers-11-00469]\] including in gliomas \[[@B120-cancers-11-00469]\]. More recently, our group focused on the expression of different factors and receptors involved in the angiogenic process both in the tissue and in CSCs isolated from patients that had previously undergone surgery. In particular, tissue was derived at a distance \<1 cm from the macroscopic tumor border. CSCs were obtained from the GBM (GCSCs) and from the same area previously indicated (PCSCs). Immunohistochemistry demonstrated the expression of angiogenetic markers in both GBM and peritumoral tissue. Interestingly, both GCSCs and PCSCs were able to stimulate the angiogenic response of human ECs \[[@B12-cancers-11-00469]\]. To this regard, in hepatocellular carcinoma, peritumoral ECs show a higher proliferation rate compared with tumor ECs \[[@B123-cancers-11-00469]\]. It is, therefore, conceivable that peculiar modifications and molecular determinants occurring in the peritumoral tissue may play a crucial role in the recurrence of GBM.

6. Cancer Stem Cells in GBM and Peritumoral Tissue {#sec6-cancers-11-00469}
==================================================

Undeniable characteristics of GBMs are the high degree of cellular and genetic heterogeneity and the strong talent to invade other tissues \[[@B124-cancers-11-00469]\]. Despite the aggressive standard therapeutic approaches, which include surgical resection and radiotherapy with concomitant chemotherapy, the prognosis remains poor \[[@B125-cancers-11-00469]\]. These unfavorable outcomes are attributable to GBM stem cells (GSCs), which comprise a small sub-population of tumor cells that have several phenotypic and functional similarities with normal neural stem cells (NSCs) \[[@B126-cancers-11-00469],[@B127-cancers-11-00469],[@B128-cancers-11-00469],[@B129-cancers-11-00469]\]. NSCs are primarily located in the sub-ventricular zone of the brain, which is a common site of origin for glioma \[[@B130-cancers-11-00469]\]. Several studies demonstrate that pathways playing a role in NSCs differentiation, including activation of Protein kinase B, RAS/ERK, polycomb ring finger oncogene (BMI-1), NOTCH, and WNT, frequently show genomic alteration or aberrant activation in GBM. In addition, GSCs express many of the characteristic markers of NSCs, including CD133, SOX2, and nestin, and demonstrate upregulation of glial fibrillary acidic protein during differentiation to an astrocytic lineage \[[@B128-cancers-11-00469]\]. Despite the evidence demonstrating shared signaling pathways and biomarker expression between NSCs and GSCs, and although emerging studies support the hypothesis that NSCs are the target cells where tumor-initiating genomic alterations may occur, it is still unclear whether GSCs originate from mutated NSCs or if they derive from mature glial cells that dedifferentiated and acquired the ability to self-renew \[[@B131-cancers-11-00469]\]. GSCs were first identified in 2002 \[[@B132-cancers-11-00469]\], and further investigation demonstrated that they contribute to tumor maintenance and propagation \[[@B129-cancers-11-00469],[@B133-cancers-11-00469],[@B134-cancers-11-00469]\], as well as resistance to therapy \[[@B135-cancers-11-00469],[@B136-cancers-11-00469]\]. In vitro, GSCs form neurospheres \[[@B137-cancers-11-00469]\], show self-renewal capabilities \[[@B138-cancers-11-00469]\], and, when injected in immunosuppressed mice, generate a tumor that resembles the parental one in terms of antigen expression and histological organization \[[@B129-cancers-11-00469],[@B133-cancers-11-00469],[@B139-cancers-11-00469]\]. The identification and isolation of putative GSCs rely on the differential stem-cell surface marker expression profile. CD133, a transmembrane glycoprotein, is the most widely recognized and reliable stemness biomarker. In fact, CD133-positive cells are able to grow in neurospheres and recapitulate human tumors after injection in animal models \[[@B129-cancers-11-00469]\]. In addition, CD133-positive cells show higher resistance to radiation and chemotherapy, a reduced level of apoptosis, and an increased colony-forming efficiency when compared to CD133-negative cells \[[@B136-cancers-11-00469]\]. Despite the evidence outlining its crucial relationship with GSCs, CD133 is not a universal marker for identifying GSCs, and other factors may collaborate with CD133 to increase the stemness of GSCs. Experimental evidence demonstrated that SOX2 expression contributes to GBM stem-cell potency by regulating CD133 levels in CD133-positive GBM cells \[[@B140-cancers-11-00469],[@B141-cancers-11-00469]\]. Interestingly, targeting SOX2 by RNA interference (RNAi) strongly affects tumor-initiating ability, as well as drug resistance, of CD133-positive GBM cells, suggesting a key role for SOX2 in the regulation of tumorigenicity in these cells \[[@B142-cancers-11-00469]\]. Nestin is a crucial factor in different types of cancer \[[@B143-cancers-11-00469],[@B144-cancers-11-00469],[@B145-cancers-11-00469]\] and, in particular, in GBM \[[@B129-cancers-11-00469],[@B134-cancers-11-00469],[@B136-cancers-11-00469],[@B143-cancers-11-00469],[@B146-cancers-11-00469],[@B147-cancers-11-00469]\]. Increased levels of nestin expression are found in higher-grade gliomas and in patients with lower survival rates \[[@B148-cancers-11-00469]\]. In recent years, a number of molecules were identified as putative markers used in order to enrich GSCs, including CD44 \[[@B149-cancers-11-00469]\], CD49f (integrin α6) \[[@B150-cancers-11-00469]\], Musashi \[[@B151-cancers-11-00469],[@B152-cancers-11-00469]\], Nanog \[[@B153-cancers-11-00469],[@B154-cancers-11-00469]\], and Oct4 \[[@B155-cancers-11-00469]\]. Nevertheless, the quest for a universal GSC marker is still open \[[@B132-cancers-11-00469]\]. Indeed, GSCs are placed in a specific microenvironment known as the "niche", where their stemness is maintained. The complex interactions between the GSCs and the numerous components of the niche may regulate several processes including tumor initiation, survival, and invasion, ultimately affecting the response to therapy \[[@B149-cancers-11-00469],[@B150-cancers-11-00469],[@B156-cancers-11-00469]\]. Therefore, any alteration of the interplay between the GSCs and the cells of their niche may represent important determinants of functional tumor microenvironment favoring cancer development \[[@B157-cancers-11-00469]\]. Among the well-established tumor niches for GBM are the perivascular niches \[[@B149-cancers-11-00469],[@B158-cancers-11-00469],[@B159-cancers-11-00469]\], which drastically influence the behavior of resident GSCs. ECs can interact specifically with nestin CD133-positive GSCs located in the proximity of capillaries, and produce a variety of growth factors participating in the maintenance of GSC self-renewing and undifferentiated state \[[@B156-cancers-11-00469],[@B160-cancers-11-00469],[@B161-cancers-11-00469],[@B162-cancers-11-00469]\]. GSCs, in turn, produce VEGF and a variety of cytokines and chemokines, some of which are known to activate ECs \[[@B159-cancers-11-00469],[@B163-cancers-11-00469],[@B164-cancers-11-00469]\], suggesting that GSCs may regulate tumor angiogenesis \[[@B150-cancers-11-00469],[@B156-cancers-11-00469]\]. In addition, recent studies showed that GSCs may transdifferentiate into ECs or pericytes, creating their own vascular niches \[[@B115-cancers-11-00469],[@B116-cancers-11-00469],[@B150-cancers-11-00469],[@B165-cancers-11-00469]\]. In addition to an aberrant vasculature, GBM contains areas of intra-tumor necrosis that are typically associated with tissue hypoxia. Actually, the hypercellular and highly hypoxic area surrounding the necrotic foci, called the pseudopalisades, plays a key role in the maintenance and propagation of CD133-positive GSCs \[[@B166-cancers-11-00469],[@B167-cancers-11-00469]\]. Although it may negatively affect tumor cell growth, exposure to hypoxia induces malignant progression and aggressiveness, and it leads to increased resistance to therapy and poor prognosis. Hypoxia upregulates VEGF expression in GSCs and increases angiogenesis \[[@B120-cancers-11-00469]\]. GBM shows an aggressive behavior, invading adjacent healthy tissue and making surgical resection challenging. Indeed, the presence of a pool of invasive cells was found in the tissue adjacent to the resection margin or within 2 to 3 cm of the resection cavity \[[@B97-cancers-11-00469]\]. Notably, the presence of infiltrative tumor cells in the peritumoral tissue that were not detectable at histological analysis was reported \[[@B9-cancers-11-00469]\]. These findings were further confirmed by the identification of CD133- and nestin-positive cells, as well as the expression of progenitor/stem-cell markers GD3 ganglioside and NG2 proteoglycan and angiogenesis-related factors (VEGF, VEGF receptors 1 and 2, Hypoxia-inducible factor-1α and -2α), in both GBM and in the peritumoral tissue, where this expression was also detected in apparently normal cells \[[@B8-cancers-11-00469],[@B12-cancers-11-00469],[@B13-cancers-11-00469]\]. Since cells with stem-like features were identified in the peritumoral tissue, it is possible that they may play a role in tumor recurrence occurring in this area. Nevertheless, CSCs derived either from the tumor mass or the peritumoral tissue at least 2 cm away from it show different tumorigenic potential and genetic characteristics \[[@B168-cancers-11-00469]\]. In addition, the same behavior is shown by tumor-initiating cells derived from the tumor margin with respect to those isolated from the tumor mass \[[@B169-cancers-11-00469]\]. Recent studies of our group were performed on pairs of CSCs derived from the GBM core (GCSCs) or the peritumoral tissue (PCSCs) at a distance ≤1 cm from the macroscopic tumor border, isolated from the same patients. The results of these studies demonstrated that GCSCs and PCSCs show different behaviors and molecular features in terms of proliferative potential, ultrastructure, and expression of stem-cell markers, c-Met, Mitogen-activated protein kinases, H19 lncRNA, and miR-675-5p. These data suggest that PCSCs are less aggressive compared to GCSCs \[[@B14-cancers-11-00469]\]. However, PCSCs subjected to treatment with temozolomide, alone or in combination with adjuvant molecules, seemed more resistant to therapy than GCSCs \[[@B15-cancers-11-00469]\]. In addition, it was reported that the aptitude of GBM stem-like or initiating cells to invade the surrounding tissue is linked to the upregulation of αVβ3 integrin and diminished expression of p27, upstream regulators of the RhoA family members \[[@B170-cancers-11-00469]\]. These studies would suggest the existence of precise mechanisms regulating the motility of GBM stem-like cells and those that infiltrate from the peritumoral region into the brain parenchyma.

7. Conclusions and Future Perspectives {#sec7-cancers-11-00469}
======================================

Despite radical surgical resection followed by aggressive chemo- and radiotherapy, the prognosis of GBM remains dismal. The continuous effort to identify novel potential molecular targets for the development of effective clinical therapies is yet to lead to significant improvements in the survival rate, and the majority of patients do not survive beyond three years. In addition, the great histological heterogeneity of GBM and the multiplicity of underlying molecular mechanisms are the main reasons for resistance against standard radio- and chemotherapy, making the experimental investigation of GBM extremely challenging. This molecular and functional complexity of GBM spurred investigators to pay specific attention to alternative strategies, to more effective and less toxic therapy, such as immunotherapy. Immune checkpoint therapy aims to overstep the tumor-induced tolerance, through the reversal of T-cell exhaustion and restoration of anti-tumor immunity, and several clinical trials are currently ongoing on brain tumor patients. The development of specific vaccines for GBM is under investigation, seeking a personalized treatment for GBM patients. Even miRNAs, whose dysregulation plays a leading role in mechanisms of glioma progression, may represent promising targets for new therapeutic approaches in GBM. Moreover, further studies of the two stem-cell-like populations, residing in the tumor and in the peritumoral tissue, are crucial for understanding GBM propagation and drug resistance, and could shed light on potential therapeutic targets. Finally, on the basis of the recent findings, we believe that further characterization of the molecular alterations occurring in the peritumoral tissue of GBM, as well as a definition of the role played by CSCs found in this tissue, may be of great interest to identify new molecular targets and to facilitate the development of personalized therapies.
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![Representation of the main cell populations present in GBM and peritumoral tissue. The tumor mass is characterized by highly proliferating tumor cells, necrosis, and neoangiogenesis. Large areas of necrosis are surrounded by tumor cells arranged in a pseudopalisading pattern. Tumor microenvironment includes ECs and pericytes, reactive astrocytes, GBM-associated stromal cells, extracellular matrix, immune infiltrate of T lymphocytes and Treg cells, myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs), NK cells, activated resident microglia, peripheral monocyte-derived macrophages, and GBM cancer stem cells (GCSCs). The peritumoral tissue may present tumoral cells and it harbors ECs and pericytes, GBM-associated stromal cells, extracellular matrix, reactive astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, inflammatory cells, and peritumoral tissue cancer stem cells (PCSCs). In addition, persistent neurons are found in the white matter (not shown).](cancers-11-00469-g001){#cancers-11-00469-f001}
